Executive Summary
In the complex financial lives of Americans, nearly half of all people living in the United States would
not be able to live off their savings for three months at the poverty level. The outlook is even more
startling for low-income households; only 1 in 3 households earning $15,000 or less even have a
savings account. In a study we conducted with close to 1,000 LMI participants, 36% self-reported
having less than $500 in savings (including retirement savings).
Short-term, liquid savings are crucial to protect families from the inevitable economic shocks from
unexpected medical bills, spikes in expenses, fluctuations in work hours, car repairs, and more. This
lack of a buffer pushes more and more households into a reliance on debt to cover basic needs.
As a society, we have taken efforts (albeit imperfect efforts) to encourage people to save for
retirement. At the federal level, we have programs such as Social Security that automatically deduct
part of people’s earnings into a long-term savings account. Many employers set up 401(k)s and
other long-term savings tools to prepare employers for retirement.
We have not done the same for short-term savings. We expect individuals to effectively manage a
complex financial system, with credit cards, mortgages, and unexpected income shocks, without
creating systems that help people automatically save in the short term.

What we are doing
At Common Cents, we are exploring how to increase the number of households with any short-term
savings and the savings rates of those households by leveraging key saving opportunities, creating
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compelling accounts, and using intrinsic motivation to catalyze savings.
To date, our team has worked with four different partners to create short-term savings innovations.
Through these partnerships, we launched three experiments and two prototypes. In addition, we
expect to launch one more savings-related prototype in early 2017.
In the lab, we also just begun to explore the relationship between racial discrimination, effort for
earnings, and short-term savings behavior. The asset-building field has repeatedly demonstrated
that people of color have fewer assets and reduced access to good savings products. Our research
is currently attempting to understand whether any interventions aimed at increasing short-term
savings for people of color should also address underlying perceptions of bias and discrimination.

Our key insights
Through this work, we learned key principles necessary to help people build their short-term
savings, including:
When and how you ask matters.
With Digit, we increased short-term savings rates by 51% simply by asking people if
they want to save part of their tax refund before it hits their account.
Leverage existing payments.
With Credit Union 1, we are designing a savings account entwined with a car loan,
making contributions feel less painful and more like part of the car payment.
Utilize mental accounting.
Often times, we need to help people create both a mental and physical account for
savings in order to help people focus their attention on the savings account. With Duke
Credit Union, we automatically opened a “Rainy Day Savings Account” for half of all new
members, to see if the creation of another account would encourage people to fill it and
to refill it once drawn on.
Set specific and focused goals.
With Community Empowerment Fund, we redesigned goal-setting for clients who are
homeless or in transitional housing, creating a process to recommend savings goals and
monthly contributions based on the client's housing and income circumstances. Additionally,
we used punch-cards to track deposits toward their savings goals. Clients who received the
punch-cards saved, on average, 49% of their savings goal in 6 months or less.
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Looking forward to 2017, we will continue to explore ways in which we can help LMI families
increase their short-term savings.
Leveraging natural savings opportunities.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, over 69% of business pay their workers on a
weekly or bi-weekly basis. Because the 52 weeks in a year don’t get parceled out evenly
between the different months there will be several times a year that people who are paid
weekly will take home five paychecks instead of four. (For workers paid on a bi-weekly basis,
this occurs two months out of the year.) When this happens, these workers experience a
“bonus” check during months with 5 Fridays. With this current system, Duke Credit Union has
noted a variety of behaviors that occur: paying down debt, saving, or splurging. We plan to
seek ways to utilize this natural occurrence as an opportunity for savings.
Using the paycheck as a saving opportunity.
From a behavioral perspective, if we want to encourage savings, we should reduce all of the
friction associated with depositing money into a savings account. This can only be
accomplished if your savings is automatically deducted from a person’s paycheck. Alongside
Double Net Pay, a fin-tech company that automatically sorts users’ paychecks into savings,
bills, and leisure spending and a 2017 partner, we plan on exploring ways to leverage pay day.
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PROJECT AT A GLANCE
PARTNER TYPE

FIN-TECH

PROJECT TYPE

EXPERIMENT

PROJECT STATUS

COMPLETED

One of the biggest opportunities to help Americans save is when they receive their tax refunds.
Roughly 83% of tax filers receive a tax refund, in the order of $3,120 on average.

83% OF TAX
FILERS
RECEIVE A TAX
REFUND
($3,120 ON
AVERAGE)

We partnered with San Francisco fin-tech startup Digit,
which aims to increase short-term savings by
automatically withdrawing small amounts of money on a
frequent basis from users’ checking accounts. Unlike
other financial management applications, Digit primarily
communicates with its users through SMS texting. Users
link their primary checking account to Digit, and Digit
sends users regular updates, including deposit alerts and
daily balance status updates.

Prior behavioral research has shown that people are likely
to make better long-term decision if they pre-commit to a
decision before they have to face the consequences of a decision. In short, we can commit to start
saving $1,000 a year from now, because we don’t feel the pain of that commitment today.
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However, committing to starting to save $1,000 today is very difficult.

Experiment
We leveraged the behavioral principle of pre-commitment to get people to commit to save before
they received their tax refund. To check if this principle would work, we conducted a randomized
controlled trial in which users received one of two conditions.
In our control condition, we asked users to tell Digit what percentage of their tax refund they would
like to save at the time Digit detected that they received a federal income tax refund in their
checking account.
In our experiment condition, we asked users what percentage of their tax refund they would like to
save before they received their tax refund.
In each case, Digit automatically saved the self-reported percentage when the funds were deposited
into the users’ checking account.

Figure [18]: Simplified illustration of SMS sent to users.
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The results of this simple text were astonishing. Of everyone who responded to the text, on average
people wanted to save 10% of their tax-refund in the control condition, and 15% in the experiment
condition. When we looked at those that responded positively to the text and wanted to save, our
experiment doubled savings rate to 22% from 12% in the control condition.

OUR EXPERIMENT NEARLY DOUBLED
SAVINGS RATES TO 22% FROM 12%

Figure [19]: Users in the experiment condition saved more than users in the control.
This short low-cost text intervention helped thousands of people save part of their tax-refund,
totaling over $1 million in savings. Three months after the intervention, roughly 85% of the savings
were still in the savings accounts.

OUR EXPERIMENT LED TO $1,000,000 IN SAVINGS.
NEARLY 85% OF THE SAVINGS WERE STILL IN THE
SAVINGS ACCOUNT 3 MONTHS LATER.
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PROJECT AT A GLANCE
PARTNER TYPE

CREDIT UNION

PROJECT TYPE

PROTOTYPE

PROJECT STATUS

DEVELOPMENT

Credit Union 1 (CU1) is a credit union in Alaska that provides low-cost loans and easy-to-use
products to 85,000 members at fourteen branches across the state. CU1 is known for its trailblazing
nature in helping design products, services, and branches catered to the needs of LMI members.
Our work with CU1 focused on helping members develop savings for car repairs and maintenance
when they take out a loan for a used automobile.
In Alaska, many people purchase used cars – new cars are more expensive due to high delivery
costs and harder to maintain due to the harsh winters. However, few people consider the longerterm costs of maintaining a vehicle when planning to purchase a car. In particular, CU1 chose to
address the behavioral issue of people neglecting to consider the costs of repairs and regular
maintenance, contributing to a trend of defaulting on loan payments when cars show signs of
breaking down.

Behavioral diagnosis
The partnership started off with a workshop in Anchorage attended by over 60 CU1 employees from
a range of departments. The Common Cents team visited three CU1 branches, surveyed 25 members
in the branch lobbies, and observed and interviewed tellers, loan officers and branch managers. The
team also reached out to people outside of the credit union including community organizers and
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non-members. During a subsequent visit, the team focused on auto loans and visited car
dealerships in Anchorage, listened in on phone calls from both the loans and the collection
departments, and learned the nitty-gritty operational details of the loan process that were relevant
to the experiment. We also conducted an online survey to gauge reactions to prototypes of savings
products.

Key insights
When prompted, people recognized the need for repairs and maintenance, particularly when they
thought about specific and predictable expenses such as oil changes and snow tires. So why
weren’t people considering these costs while shopping for a used car? People were much more
focused on the monthly loan payment amount. Additionally, there’s no place in the car buying
process where someone makes an active choice not to save for repairs. For these reasons, our
intervention focused on defaulting people into saving for repairs and framing these saving
payments as part of the monthly loan amount.

Our approach
Common Cents worked with CU1 to develop a new product offering. In this prototype, a savings
account for car costs is opened by default when members close on loans for used cars.
The intervention was implemented via a sign-up form for direct deposits into this car savings
account; the forms prompted members to contribute a set amount each month to be transferred to
the account in tandem with their regular loan payment. In the “write-in” condition members are
prompted to write in a monthly savings amount. In the “round-up” condition, members are prompted
to round up their loan amount to the nearest fifty dollars. The difference between the actual loan
amount and the rounded up amount would be put towards car savings.

Figure [20]: Illustration of intervention materials.
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The intervention utilizes the behavioral economics principle of defaults to make saving as automatic
and painless and possible. It combats the limited attention members face during loan close
meetings by creating one mental account for car costs that will be automatically transferred to the
loan and the savings account via one form. The round-up form also reduces the cognitive effort of
determining savings amounts by recommending the loan payment to be a simple, round number.
The intervention will be launched in February 2017. A car savings account is created for all members
who are closing a loan for a used car. During the loan close meeting, the members are prompted to
set up payments to contribute to the account; this is addressed at the same time the member is
prompted to set up payments for the monthly loan amount.
We will track deposits into the car savings account for all members. We expect people who have set
up auto-pay for loan payments to be more likely to set up auto-pay for the savings payment. We
hypothesize that members in the round-up condition will save more each month than members in
the write-in condition, on average. Even a member who puts in just ten dollars a month will have
enough savings for an oil change three months down the road. If CU1 learns that creating a savings
account for a specific purpose prompts people to save more, they could create designated savings
accounts to fit the needs of all 80,000 of their members.
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PROJECT AT A GLANCE
PARTNER TYPE

CREDIT UNION

PROJECT TYPE

EXPERIMENT

PROJECT STATUS

PILOT IN FIELD

Low-income households could only cover expenses for an average of nine days if they lost their
source of income. This lack of short-term savings threatens a family’s ability to handle economic
shocks such as unemployment, an unexpected car repair, or a medical bill.
We partnered with the Duke Credit Union, a not-for-profit financial cooperative serving just over
15,500 members of the Duke University community, to explore how the creation of a mental account
specifically targeted for “rainy days” might increase motivation to save funds in that account. Like
most credit unions, Duke Credit Union offers a typical suite of financial products, including checking
and savings account, home and auto loans, and long-term savings products, such as IRAs. However,
the median amount saved among all members is just $25. If we exclude people who have a balance
of $0, it only jumps up to $140.
Prior behavioral research has shown that changing the default from opting in to an account to
opting out of an account can increase uptake as much as 50 percentage points (for 401(k)s only
40% enrolled when it was opt-in but 90% enrolled when it was opt-out) (Carroll, G.D., et al, 2009).
In addition, creating a mental account for emergency savings by labeling accounts was shown to
increase total deposits in Ghana by 31.2% after nine months (Karlan, Dean et al., 2010).
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Experiment
In collaboration with Duke Credit Union, we created a labeled savings account, called “Rainy Day
Savings” to create and leverage a separate mental account for emergencies. Understanding the
power of defaults, we had half of all new members choose to opt in to this account or opt out of this
account.
Due to a number of current scandals with other financial institutions opening unauthorized
accounts. We strive to overcome this stigma by highlighting that our accounts are no-fee accounts.
For members with the account, they would see the labeled savings account each time they received
their statement or logged on to their online account. There were no fees or other costs associated
with the accounts, nor was there any additional pressure around deposits into the account.
New members were randomized into the opt-in or opt-out conditions based on the last digit of their
account number.

Figure [21]: Duke Credit Union
“Rainy Day Savings” account opt-in/-out organization.
The experiment was launched in early October 2016. We look forward to sharing the results in March,
after collecting data for six months.
We are excited about this work, because if successful, it could have a tremendous impact not just
for Duke Credit Union’s 15,500 members but also for members at any innovative credit union.
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PROJECT AT A GLANCE
PARTNER TYPE

NON-PROFIT

PROJECT TYPE

EXPERIMENT

PROJECT STATUS

COMPLETED

The Community Empowerment Fund (CEF) is a nonprofit organization focused on enabling and
sustaining transitions out of homelessness and poverty. Founded in 2009, CEF provides relationshipbased support, workforce development, financial education, and matched savings accounts to
individuals experiencing or at-risk of experiencing homelessness in Orange and Durham Counties of
North Carolina.
Common Cents has been working with CEF to implement interventions to help optimize creation of
and contributions to savings goals. During this fiscal year, we analyzed data from an intervention in
which members were randomly assigned to receive a punch card to help them keep track of their
progress towards their savings goals. Clients who made deposits towards their savings goals got
their cards marked each time, while members who didn’t receive the punch cards were part of CEF’s
programs as usual.
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This intervention employed the goal-gradient theory, which suggests that people will work harder to
achieve a goal as the target gets closer; the punch card served as a physical reminder to make
deposits and as a tangible tool for tracking progress towards completing savings goals.
On average, members who received the punch card completed 49% of their goal by the cutoff date,
while members in the control group completed 33%. Members in the punch card condition were
also more likely to reach the milestone of 15% of their goal by a difference of 16% between the
treatment and control groups.
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Figure [24]: Percentage of goal completed (control versus punch card)
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With the success of this test, CEF has now begun providing punch cards to all members activating
new goals.
The lessons from this partnership will inform our work and research on savings among unbanked
populations. Looking forward, we intend to continue partnering with CEF to help members achieve
their financial goals and enable smoother transitions out of poverty.
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PROJECT AT A GLANCE
PARTNER TYPE

FIN-TECH

PROJECT TYPE

PROTOTYPE

PROJECT STATUS

COMPLETED

Researchers have shown that one of the most effective tools for changing financial behavior is
financial coaching. However, scaling one-on-one interactions is difficult and expensive.
Many individuals are now using “robo-advisors” as an alternative to traditional investment advisors.
In Silicon Valley, automated financial management services are the new “it” technology. Last year,
“robo-advisor” firms raised nearly $300 million in venture funding. Thousands of people are working
to optimize algorithms that identify the best financial recommendation for each person.
While these optimization efforts are worthwhile, we believe that the average American needs less
advice on investing and more help with saving. Therefore, a more impactful approach would be for
firms to focus less on investing technology and more on the psychology behind the “robo-advisor,”
to address the underlying money issues that prevent people from saving. The big opportunity that
firms seem to be missing is how to leverage the idea of a uniquely qualified advisor in order to help
people make real progress on their financial goals.
We partnered with Retiremap, a fin-tech financial coaching startup, to develop a scalable and
effective “robo-advisor.” We created a prototype that helps users achieve their financial goals by
harnessing behavioral insights around accountability, goal creation and progress, confidence and
mental accounting.
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By matching users with a financial coach, we were able to maintain the human element of financial
coaching, while using behavioral economics in the many automated, personalized email, SMS and
in-app communications. This combination of behavioral economics and automated technology is
what enabled Retiremap to deliver a scalable financial coaching program at an affordable price. This
will increase access to one-on-one coaching for the populations that need it the most.

Figure [25]: Illustration of the Retiremap interface.
The Retiremap System is a multi-year intervention that kicks off with an initial eight week program. It
is sold and delivered by some of America’s leading retirement plan advisors. RetireMap is rolling out
our prototype to employers, asset managers and financial advisors. After the roll-out process has
ended, we will be able to measure the impact of our Retiremap System, as well as run experiments
to optimize the experience for employees, so that they make even greater progress on their financial
goals.
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